
The Infinity Gauntlet is the most powerful object in the Marvel Cinematic Universe, 
created by Thanos to harness the power of the Infinity Stones. Whoever wears it 
will have simultaneous control of all the forces of the Universe: mind, soul, power, 
space, time, and reality.

T H“NO S   “ND  T H E G“U NT L E T
Discover the story of Thanos and 
the various Infinity Stones in this 
specially designed section, filled 
with images from the wider Marvel 
Cinematic Universe, taken from all 
the Marvel Studios films.

SPECIAL FILM SECTION
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Place the three LR41 cell batteries in the 
battery holder (see the illustration to position 
them correctly inside the holder) and close 
the lid D01, securing it with a screw.

Place the two parts D02, which are the two 
magnets that will hold the assembly in place 
on the Gauntlet. Fix each one with two screws.

ELEC01 is the LED circuit, switch, and battery holder that will illuminate the Reality Stone from the 

inside. Start by placing part ELEC01 inside C01. Secure it with two screws.

In part A01, insert the two parts D02, fixing 
them with their corresponding screws.

Put the two springs in position. Then fit part B01 (the Stone). Position the cover A02 and press 

the assembly closed. Hold the cover closed and, from the back, insert two screws to fix the 

assembly together.

Finish by inserting the gem assembly as shown 
into the hole in A01 that corresponds to the Reality 
Stone. It will be held in place by the magnets, but 
can be removed to change the batteries.
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The Chitauri, soldiers of Thanos.

Thanos' desire is to complete his work and 
embrace a peaceful existence.

EARLY SETBACKSEARLY SETBACKS
The alliances Thanos made with Loki and Ronan the Accuser in search 
of the Stones are questionable, as both only serve their own interests. But 
the Children of Thanos follow their leader's plan with the slavish devotion 
shown by Ebony Maw: “You have had the privilege of being saved by the 
Great Titan... You may think this is suffering... no. It is salvation.” In his 
daughters’ case, however, the conviction is less than complete. Nebula 
is still waging a personal battle to earn her father’s respect, while Gamora 
declares she has never believed in him. She tries to oppose him from the 
outset, concealing the location of one of the Stones.

Thanos puts the Mind Stone, the first one he obtains, into Loki’s hands. 
While Thanos believes in the inevitability of his destiny, he is not infallible 
and his information about Earth is incomplete. It is logical then to use the 
power he already has to fulfill his goal – and, one must assume, to put 
his duplicitous ally to the test – without getting his hands dirty.

This is how Thanos first crosses paths with the Avengers. But when the 
conquest of that distant backwater fails, when the humans prove they 
are not the ‘cowering wretches’ he had expected, when he not only fails 
to obtain the Space Stone but also loses the Mind Stone, Thanos realizes 
that he must take matters into his own hands. Destiny, after all, is not 
something that can be delegated.
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This issue includes 
three LR41 batteries 
so you can complete 
the illumination of the 
Reality Stone.

ASSEMBLY GUIDE 01

the infinity gauntlet

The Reality Stone, deep red in color, was hidden in the Aether. Your assembly begins 
with the setting of that stone, and the assembly of part of the back of the Gauntlet.

PARTS RECEIVED

THE REALITY  
STONE  

NOTE: The appearance of the parts presented here may 
be slightly different from the parts supplied with this issue.
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With just a screwdriver and following the 
detailed instructions in the guide, you 
can easily assemble the Infinity Gauntlet, 
which includes an individual lighting 
system for each stone.

Thanos, Gamora, the Guardians of 
the Galaxy, Adam Warlock, Drax the  
Destroyer, Captain Marvel, Infinity 
Watch… a veritable who’s who of 
Marvel’s cosmic saga, which gives you 
an overview of its heroes, anti-heroes, 
villains, and super-villains.

COSMIC SAGA

THANOS: A HISTORY IN COMICS

“THANOS.  HE'S A PLAGUE, TONY, HE INVADES PLANETS, HE TAKES WHAT HE WANTS, HE WIPES OUT HALF THE POPULATION. HE SENT LOKI!... THE ATTACK ON NEW YORK, THAT'S HIM!” 
BRUCE BANNER

A NEW PLANA NEW PLANBut, in time, not even Thanos’ monumental ego prevents him from 

realizing that carrying out this enormous task world by world is too 

much for even his undeniable skills of conquest. So, he hatches a new 

plan, deciding to dedicate his efforts to uniting the Infinity Stones, relics 

of the ultimate power behind the creation of the universe, each of which 

controls one aspect of existence. Armed with only one of these stones, 

his power will multiply. Although throughout their history the stones 

have been treasured objects of desire, using them is so risky that the idea 

of gathering them together seems like megalomania that is inconceivable 

to any civilized being in the universe.Yet, from his throne, Thanos sends his most faithful children to track 

down these objects. He shares his plan freely, not only with his followers, 

who are already convinced of his final goal, but also with his daughters. 

Nebula remembers having heard Thanos speak incessantly of his ‘great 

plan’, and even heard of his plans for retirement when he had achieved 

his objective.

Perhaps it is during this period that Thanos decides to create a gauntlet, 

the instrument he needs to employ the power of all the Stones. In the 

words of the Collector, using just one stone is a feat only possible 

for “beings of extraordinary strength. […] These bearers can use the 

stone to mow down entire civilizations like wheat in a field.” To Thanos, 

there is nothing strange about these requirements: he possesses the 

necessary strength, determination, and cruelty to achieve it, as he has 

already demonstrated and will demonstrate in the future. With blind 

faith, Thanos believes in the inevitability of his own destiny, which will 

surely be as great as he is.

THE MADNESS OF THANOS
THE MADNESS OF THANOS“This universe is finite, its resources finite. If life is left unchecked, 

life will cease to exist. It needs correction,” Thanos tells Gamora. She 

replies, “You don't know that!” voicing the reality of Thanos’ madness. 

If he is insane, it is because of his unwavering conviction that he has 

correctly identified the problem of the universe, and also that he is the 

one who must be responsible for applying the only possible solution.
This is how Thanos, already a great warrior, starts a campaign whose 

sole objective is genocide, the extermination of half the population of any 

planet he chooses. He surrounds himself with armies of mercenaries, 

such as the Chitauri, which The Other places at his service, the Sakaarans, 

and the Outriders, who view him almost as a divinity. Thanos also 

develops an elite group of devout followers, adopting orphans stolen 

from the planets he obliterates: this gives rise to the Children of Thanos, 

a group which, over time, includes Corvus Glaive, Cull Obsidian, Proxima 

Midnight, and Ebony Maw. From the worlds he destroys, Thanos also 

acquires his ‘daughters’, to whom he offers a venomous blend of tyranny 

and affection. “He killed my parents in front of me. He tortured me, turned 

me into a weapon,” recalls Gamora. And yet, according to Thanos, all his 

actions were motivated by affection and his wish to make her into his 

possible successor.
Thanos’ crusade, “planet by planet, massacre by massacre”, takes the 

life of countless victims. According to him, he is achieving his goal. 

As he reminds Gamora, whose world was on the border of collapse 

before his intervention, “I'm the one who stopped that. Do you know 

what's happened since then? The children born have known nothing but 

full bellies and clear skies. It's a paradise.”
   FORGING    FORGING THE GAUNTLET

THE GAUNTLETNidavellir is an artificial ring surrounding a neutron star and is one of the Nine Realms connected by the cosmic nexus of Yggdrasil. The dwarves that live there are famous 
for their accomplishments in the forge, such as, for example, the great 

hammer Mjølnir that was created for Odin. When Thanos reached Nidavellir, 
he coerced the dwarves’ ruler Eitri into 
forging for him a gauntlet that would 
hold all the Infinity Stones. Thanos promised not to harm Eitri’s people, but this was a lie: when the task was completed, he exterminated all the dwarves except Eitri, but destroyed his hands so that he could never forge 

anything ever again.

Titan, after the catastrophe.

Thanos conquers Gamora's planet.
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A relentless conqueror, utterly devoted to his great cause, capable 
of any sacrifice to achieve it. This is Thanos. 

The world of Titan was once a paradise, a beautiful and lush place. 
But Titan was facing a subsistence problem: the planet was 
overpopulated and was soon in crisis. It was at this point that 

Thanos proposed a very radical solution.

Thanos’ idea is very simple. He suggests the eradication of half the 
population, chosen in a draw, which would supposedly ensure the 
survival and prosperity of the other half. The plan, however, is rejected 
and Thanos is labeled a madman. When catastrophe ultimately comes, 
Titan is devastated, becoming a lifeless planet. The Guardians of the 
Galaxy and members of the Avengers visit the world, now tilted eight 
degrees off its axis, only to find a barren desert littered with the great 
ruins of what was a prosperous civilization.

Inspired by the Marvel Cinematic Universe

“THEY CALLED ME 
A MADMAN. AND 

WHAT I PREDICTED 
CAME TO PASS.”

THANOS

Image of the past: the world of Titan.

AT THE MOVIES

THANOS, A HISTORY 
OF OBSESSION

More information at fanhome.com
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play. The model is complete in 100 issues.
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THE GAUNTLET  
THE GAUNTLET  OF THANOSOF THANOS

COSMIC CREATOR

STARLIN'S NEW IDEAS  In his first foray into the cosmic plot, in Iron Man Vol. 1 #55, Starlin pulled 

out of his magic hat Thanos, the Blood Brothers, Drax the Destroyer, 

Starfox, Mentor, I.S.A.A.C... This is also how the first confrontation 

between Iron Man and the Mad Titan came about. After his debut, Thanos 

was to accompany his creator in all the series in which he took part - 

with Starlin working as writer as well as artist - throughout the Marvel 

catalog. The author's ambition seemed to be equal to that of his insatiable 

creature. Thanos soon showed that he was not going to be satisfied with 

just getting the Cosmic Cube or the Infinity Gauntlet - his original goals, 

as it is common for a villain to try to get some powerful object. 

Sitting on his throne in Thanos (2016) #1, by Jeff Lemire and Mike Deodato.

Haranguing the troops in Thanos Legacy #1, by Donny Cates and Brian Level.

Jim Starlin used great metaphors as a vehicle for his personal concerns. "My ideas in writing Infinity Gauntlet are rooted in Catholicism. I thought that if someone as evil as Thanos really existed, sooner or later he would aspire to storm heaven and seek omnipotence. It's something I've continued to explore, because it's very interesting to see how omnipotence is not enough to satisfy the Titan's insatiable soul.” On the reflection of humanity’s great problems, Starlin stated that “the Infinity Gems started out as one, Adam Warlock's Soul Gem, but when I was writing the character’s series I expanded the concept to six Gems (Time, Mind, Space, Reality, Power and Soul) which I think represent the human condition and human nature much better.” (interview by Giovanni Menicocci in 2018 for dailybloid.com).

Thanos' next battle, this time against Captain Marvel and Rick Jones, 

saw the debut of Death, the personification of the Grim Reaper whom 

Thanos had wanted for many years. With each new adventure, the cosmic 

pantheon was augmented by a new character, ally, rival or both, be it the 

Magus, Pip the Troll or Gamora. Not to mention a discovery that would 

prove pivotal in the immediate future of the Marvel cosmos: it was 

revealed that Adam Warlock's Soul Gem was actually part of a set of six 

Gems. Together, they granted absolute power over time, space, reality... 

The Infinity Gems, a concept as grand as Jim Starlin's imagination.
However, Thanos' next adventure - split between Avengers Annual 

#7 and Marvel Two-in-One Annual #2, published in 1977 - was to 

be Starlin's last contact with his creation for more than a decade. After 

that epic confrontation with the Avengers, Thanos was turned into a stone 

statue, in an adventure in which Warlock, Gamora and Pip the Troll also 

perished. Starlin was away from Marvel Comics for much of the eighties, 

during that time no other author, perhaps out of respect, employed his 

iconic creations. 

His return was to be glorious. Between 1991 and 1993, accompanied 

by artists George Perez and Ron Lim, Jim Starlin presented a trilogy 

of adventures - Infinity War, Infinity Gauntlet and Infinity Crusade - 

in which Thanos was to wipe the floor with the greatest of Marvel’s gods 

and heroes, finally achieving omnipotence through the Infinity Gauntlet. 

It is a popular story, justifying the adjective ‘cosmic’ for its scale, in which 

all the cosmic entities and earthly heroes who have survived his ‘snap’ 

are pitted against Thanos.
With Gamora in Thanos Vol 3 # 2,  
cover by Jeff Dekal.

IN HIS  IN HIS  OWN WORDS 
OWN WORDS 

While not all of the Infinity Gems were 
created by Jim Starlin, it was he who came 
up with the idea of bringing all six - Time, Space, 
Mind, Soul, Reality and Power - together in the 
Gauntlet of Thanos. With their combined abilities, 
the Mad Titan had infinite power that threatened 
the existence of reality itself. In the story, the origin 
of the Gauntlet itself is unclear, as is how Thanos 
managed to get hold of the Gems, hitherto guarded 
by the Elders of the Universe. What soon becomes 
clear is what he will use it for: with a snap of his 
fingers, he wipes out half the population of the 
cosmos as a seductive offering to his beloved, Death. 
After this universal send-off, the Gauntlet would 
fall first into the hands of Adam Warlock and then 
other heroes and villains, with interests sometimes 
as sinister as those of the Titan himself.
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PREMIUM BASE!PREMIUM BASE!

*Receive this base for only £1 more per stage (from stage 7). It will be delivered to you throughout the collection,  
divided into 10 parts. Offer reserved for subscribers. See the general conditions of sale at fanhome.com

FOR ONLY

£1
MORE 

PER STAGE*

Display your Infinity Gauntlet Display your Infinity Gauntlet 
on this large, specially designed on this large, specially designed 
base. With its lighting effects,  base. With its lighting effects,  
it will perfectly complement it will perfectly complement 
your model. your model. 

Receive the Receive the Premium BasePremium Base parts  parts 
and assemble them together  and assemble them together  
with the Infinity Gauntlet.with the Infinity Gauntlet.
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SOMETHING MIGHTY IS COMING... 
DISPLAY IT ON A PREMIUM BASE 

WORTHY OF ITS SIZE!

Diameter: 50 cmDiameter: 50 cmDiameter: 50 cmDiameter: 50 cm
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THE INFINITY GAUNTLET

THE MOST PRECIOUS OBJECT IN THE COSMOS, THE INFINITY GAUNTLET 
IS CAPABLE OF CONTROLING THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE
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BUILD THE  INFINITY GAUNTLET STEP BY STEP

FINELY DETAILED
METAL PARTS  

HIGH-QUALITY FINISH, 
ACCURATE TO  
THE ORIGINAL JOINTED  

FINGERS 

THE STONES   
LIGHT UP   

INDIVIDUALLY 
WHEN 

PRESSED

ALL DETAILS ARE  
ACCURATE TO THE 

MARVEL FILM  
AVENGERS :  

INFINITY WAR

WITH THE MIGHTY INFINITY GAUNTLET, YOU WILL CONTROL THE UNIVERSE

HEIGHT: 73 cm 

MADE 
OF METAL

When Thanos conceived his mad mission to 

destroy half the population of the Universe, he 

needed to control the power of the six incredible 

Infinity Stones. To do this, he forced the dwarves 

of Nidavellir, master blacksmiths, to create a 

gauntlet on which he could place the stones. 

Then, with a simple snap of his fingers, Thanos 

could carry out his plan and even destroy an 

entire population.
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RECEIVE THIS MINIATURE REPRODUCTION 
OF THE INFINITY GAUNTLET

ONLY WHEN YOU PAY WITH PAYPAL*
EXTRA GIFT!

Reality, power, space, mind, 
time, and soul - these 
are the Infinity Stones. 
Created at the dawn of the 
Universe, the Stones contain 
primordial powers. Thanos 
forced the Eitri to forge 
the only artifact capable of 
controlling all of the stones.  

Keep this model of the most 
powerful weapon in the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe 
in your trophy room.

HEIGHT:  
18 cm

*In the event of this item being out of stock, or due to any circumstances beyond the control of 
the publisher, it will be replaced by another of equal or greater value.

Your 1st gift

Your 4th gift

TWO POSTERS 
Don’t miss these 
fantastic posters from 
the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe.
Dimensions : 60 x 80 cm 

THE MUG OF THANOS  
What if Thanos had owned a mug  
like this? Who knows what might  
have happened... 
Material: Ceramic

THE AVENGERS T-SHIRT   
Take your place in the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe with this exclusive T-shirt.  
Tony will ‘love you three thousand.’ 
Size: L, Material: Cotton

CAP
Join the Avengers team with 
this great cap! 
One size fits all 

Your 3rd gift

Your 2nd gift

How many different characters have 
worn the Infinity Gauntlet? Discover, 
in comic book after comic book, the 
development of Marvel Comics’ 
magnificent cosmic saga, from the 
first Infinity War and Thanos’ initial 
objective... to the founding of the 
Guardians of the Galaxy, thanks to 
the intervention of the Avengers. 
These are the Infinity Sagas.

THE SAGA OF THE GAUNTLET

RESULT

ASSEMBLY GUIDE 01

ACTIVATING THE REALITY STONE
Once the gem set is in place, when the 
Reality Stone is pressed, the push button will 
be activated. You now have the power of one 
of the Infinity Stones in your hands!

USING OF THE SCREWDRIVER
The screwdriver is magnetized, so it can 
be used to place the screws in position. 
If necessary, tweezers can also be used..

POSITIONING THE SCREWS
Screws should go in as straight as possible. 
Ideally, the screwdriver and screw should 
form a straight line.

TIGHTENING THE SCREWS
Tighten the screws sufficiently so that the fit 
is firm. Over-tightening risks deforming the 
part or damaging the screw.

STORING THE PARTS
Keep the assembled parts and any remaining 
screws in a safe place so that you can use 
them in the next stages of assembly.

BASIC ASSEMBLY TIPS
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COSMIC CREATOR

In 1973, a very young artist called Jim Starlin was collaborating 
on the storyline of the Iron Man collection. In just two 
issues he had time to create a character who was destined 
to revolutionise the cosmic pantheon of the House of Ideas.

This powerful new villain, Thanos, was to be the focus of some 
of the publisher's best sagas, stories first by Starlin himself 
and later by several of his successors, until his definitive 

arrival on the big screen. 

From the first steps of Marvel Comics, this storytelling that can 
be called ‘cosmic’ has been the cornerstone of many sagas. 
Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, the founding fathers 
of the House of Ideas, already introduced such 
concepts: Earth gods such as Thor, Odin, 
and Hercules; powerful alien races such 
as the Kree and Skrull; planet-devouring 
cosmic entities such as Galactus; man-
made demigods such as Warlock; powerful 
witnesses to human evolution such as the 
Watchers; primordial entities who toyed 
with humanity at will such as the 
Living Tribunal or the Celestials; not 
forgetting time travellers including 
Kang and Immortus and demons 
such as Mephisto. Even if its heroes 
had feet of clay and everyday 
problems, there was room in the 
Marvel Universe for characters on 
a superhuman scale. The arrival 
of Jim Starlin was to revolutionize 
that part of the publishing house, 
with the incorporation of new 
characters in stories that would have 
great repercussions. Some of those 
readers, captivated by the Starlin era, would 
be called upon to carry on the legacy of the skilled 
cosmic puppet master.

“IN THE END, 
AS ALWAYS, 

THANOS WILL 
STAND TRIUMPHANT.”

THANOS, 
THE INFINITY 
GAUNTLET #1

THE DAY MARVEL THE DAY MARVEL 
BECAME COSMICBECAME COSMIC
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The writers and artists who have created 
the amazing saga of Thanos and the 
Infinity Stones, frame by frame. Follow 
them through the history of their 
publications, and decades of adventures!

COSMIC CREATORS
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The Infinity Gauntlet is the most powerful object in the Marvel Cinematic Universe, 
created by Thanos to harness the power of the Infinity Stones. Whoever wears it 
will have simultaneous control of all the forces of the Universe: mind, soul, power, 
space, time, and reality.

TH“NOS   “ND  THE G“UNTLET
Discover the story of Thanos and 
the various Infinity Stones in this 
specially designed section, filled 
with images from the wider Marvel 
Cinematic Universe, taken from all 
the Marvel Studios films.

SPECIAL FILM SECTION

The im
ages on the cover are from

 the prototype of the gauntlet, not the film
.

Place the three LR41 cell batteries in the 
battery holder (see the illustration to position 
them correctly inside the holder) and close 
the lid D01, securing it with a screw.

Place the two parts D02, which are the two 
magnets that will hold the assembly in place 
on the Gauntlet. Fix each one with two screws.

ELEC01 is the LED circuit, switch, and battery holder that will illuminate the Reality Stone from the 

inside. Start by placing part ELEC01 inside C01. Secure it with two screws.

In part A01, insert the two parts D02, fixing 
them with their corresponding screws.

Put the two springs in position. Then fit part B01 (the Stone). Position the cover A02 and press 

the assembly closed. Hold the cover closed and, from the back, insert two screws to fix the 

assembly together.

Finish by inserting the gem assembly as shown 
into the hole in A01 that corresponds to the Reality 
Stone. It will be held in place by the magnets, but 
can be removed to change the batteries.
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battery holder (see the illustration to position 
them correctly inside the holder) and close 
the lid D01, securing it with a screw.

Place the two parts D02, which are the two 
magnets that will hold the assembly in place 
on the Gauntlet. Fix each one with two screws.

ELEC01 is the LED circuit, switch, and battery holder that will illuminate the Reality Stone from the 

inside. Start by placing part ELEC01 inside C01. Secure it with two screws.

In part A01, insert the two parts D02, fixing 
them with their corresponding screws.

Put the two springs in position. Then fit part B01 (the Stone). Position the cover A02 and press 

the assembly closed. Hold the cover closed and, from the back, insert two screws to fix the 

assembly together.

Finish by inserting the gem assembly as shown 
into the hole in A01 that corresponds to the Reality 
Stone. It will be held in place by the magnets, but 
can be removed to change the batteries.
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MONTAJE 01

The Chitauri, soldiers of Thanos.

Thanos' desire is to complete his work and 
embrace a peaceful existence.

EARLY SETBACKS EARLY SETBACKS
The alliances Thanos made with Loki and Ronan the Accuser in search 
of the Stones are questionable, as both only serve their own interests. But 
the Children of Thanos follow their leader's plan with the slavish devotion 
shown by Ebony Maw: “You have had the privilege of being saved by the 
Great Titan... You may think this is suffering... no. It is salvation.” In his 
daughters’ case, however, the conviction is less than complete. Nebula 
is still waging a personal battle to earn her father’s respect, while Gamora 
declares she has never believed in him. She tries to oppose him from the 
outset, concealing the location of one of the Stones.

Thanos puts the Mind Stone, the first one he obtains, into Loki’s hands. 
While Thanos believes in the inevitability of his destiny, he is not infallible 
and his information about Earth is incomplete. It is logical then to use the 
power he already has to fulfill his goal – and, one must assume, to put 
his duplicitous ally to the test – without getting his hands dirty.

This is how Thanos first crosses paths with the Avengers. But when the 
conquest of that distant backwater fails, when the humans prove they 
are not the ‘cowering wretches’ he had expected, when he not only fails 
to obtain the Space Stone but also loses the Mind Stone, Thanos realizes 
that he must take matters into his own hands. Destiny, after all, is not 
something that can be delegated.

AT THE MOVIES

A01A02B01

C01

D01D02 x 4

SPRINGS 01 x 2

SCREWDRIVER

SCREWS 01  
x 13 (+2)

ELEC01

A01
A02
B01
C01
ELEC01
D01
D02 x 4
SPRING 01 x 2
SCREWS 01 x 13 
SCREWDRIVER
This issue includes 
three LR41 batteries 
so you can complete 
the illumination of the 
Reality Stone.

ASSEMBLY GUIDE 01

the infinity gauntlet

The Reality Stone, deep red in color, was hidden in the Aether. Your assembly begins 
with the setting of that stone, and the assembly of part of the back of the Gauntlet.

PARTS RECEIVED

THE REALITY  
STONE  

NOTE: The appearance of the parts presented here may 
be slightly different from the parts supplied with this issue.
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With just a screwdriver and following the 
detailed instructions in the guide, you 
can easily assemble the Infinity Gauntlet, 
which includes an individual lighting 
system for each stone.

Thanos, Gamora, the Guardians of 
the Galaxy, Adam Warlock, Drax the  
Destroyer, Captain Marvel, Infinity 
Watch… a veritable who’s who of 
Marvel’s cosmic saga, which gives you 
an overview of its heroes, anti-heroes, 
villains, and super-villains.

COSMIC SAGA

THANOS: A HISTORY IN COMICS

“THANOS.  HE'S A PLAGUE, TONY, HE INVADES PLANETS, HE TAKES WHAT HE WANTS, HE WIPES OUT HALF THE POPULATION. HE SENT LOKI!... THE ATTACK ON NEW YORK, THAT'S HIM!” 
BRUCE BANNER

A NEW PLAN A NEW PLAN But, in time, not even Thanos’ monumental ego prevents him from 

realizing that carrying out this enormous task world by world is too 

much for even his undeniable skills of conquest. So, he hatches a new 

plan, deciding to dedicate his efforts to uniting the Infinity Stones, relics 

of the ultimate power behind the creation of the universe, each of which 

controls one aspect of existence. Armed with only one of these stones, 

his power will multiply. Although throughout their history the stones 

have been treasured objects of desire, using them is so risky that the idea 

of gathering them together seems like megalomania that is inconceivable 

to any civilized being in the universe. Yet, from his throne, Thanos sends his most faithful children to track 

down these objects. He shares his plan freely, not only with his followers, 

who are already convinced of his final goal, but also with his daughters. 

Nebula remembers having heard Thanos speak incessantly of his ‘great 

plan’, and even heard of his plans for retirement when he had achieved 

his objective.

Perhaps it is during this period that Thanos decides to create a gauntlet, 

the instrument he needs to employ the power of all the Stones. In the 

words of the Collector, using just one stone is a feat only possible 

for “beings of extraordinary strength. […] These bearers can use the 

stone to mow down entire civilizations like wheat in a field.” To Thanos, 

there is nothing strange about these requirements: he possesses the 

necessary strength, determination, and cruelty to achieve it, as he has 

already demonstrated and will demonstrate in the future. With blind 

faith, Thanos believes in the inevitability of his own destiny, which will 

surely be as great as he is.

THE MADNESS OF THANOS
THE MADNESS OF THANOS “This universe is finite, its resources finite. If life is left unchecked, 

life will cease to exist. It needs correction,” Thanos tells Gamora. She 

replies, “You don't know that!” voicing the reality of Thanos’ madness. 

If he is insane, it is because of his unwavering conviction that he has 

correctly identified the problem of the universe, and also that he is the 

one who must be responsible for applying the only possible solution.
This is how Thanos, already a great warrior, starts a campaign whose 

sole objective is genocide, the extermination of half the population of any 

planet he chooses. He surrounds himself with armies of mercenaries, 

such as the Chitauri, which The Other places at his service, the Sakaarans, 

and the Outriders, who view him almost as a divinity. Thanos also 

develops an elite group of devout followers, adopting orphans stolen 

from the planets he obliterates: this gives rise to the Children of Thanos, 

a group which, over time, includes Corvus Glaive, Cull Obsidian, Proxima 

Midnight, and Ebony Maw. From the worlds he destroys, Thanos also 

acquires his ‘daughters’, to whom he offers a venomous blend of tyranny 

and affection. “He killed my parents in front of me. He tortured me, turned 

me into a weapon,” recalls Gamora. And yet, according to Thanos, all his 

actions were motivated by affection and his wish to make her into his 

possible successor.
Thanos’ crusade, “planet by planet, massacre by massacre”, takes the 

life of countless victims. According to him, he is achieving his goal. 

As he reminds Gamora, whose world was on the border of collapse 

before his intervention, “I'm the one who stopped that. Do you know 

what's happened since then? The children born have known nothing but 

full bellies and clear skies. It's a paradise.”
   FORGING    FORGING THE GAUNTLET

THE GAUNTLET Nidavellir is an artificial ring surrounding a neutron star and is one of the Nine Realms connected by the cosmic nexus of Yggdrasil. The dwarves that live there are famous 
for their accomplishments in the forge, such as, for example, the great 

hammer Mjølnir that was created for Odin. When Thanos reached Nidavellir, 
he coerced the dwarves’ ruler Eitri into 
forging for him a gauntlet that would 
hold all the Infinity Stones. Thanos promised not to harm Eitri’s people, but this was a lie: when the task was completed, he exterminated all the dwarves except Eitri, but destroyed his hands so that he could never forge 

anything ever again.

Titan, after the catastrophe.

Thanos conquers Gamora's planet.

AT THE MOVIES
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BRUCE BANNER
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correctly identified the problem of the universe, and also that he is the 

one who must be responsible for applying the only possible solution.
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me into a weapon,” recalls Gamora. And yet, according to Thanos, all his 

actions were motivated by affection and his wish to make her into his 

possible successor.
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A relentless conqueror, utterly devoted to his great cause, capable 
of any sacrifice to achieve it. This is Thanos. 

T
he world of Titan was once a paradise, a beautiful and lush place. 
But Titan was facing a subsistence problem: the planet was 
overpopulated and was soon in crisis. It was at this point that 

Thanos proposed a very radical solution.

Thanos’ idea is very simple. He suggests the eradication of half the 
population, chosen in a draw, which would supposedly ensure the 
survival and prosperity of the other half. The plan, however, is rejected 
and Thanos is labeled a madman. When catastrophe ultimately comes, 
Titan is devastated, becoming a lifeless planet. The Guardians of the 
Galaxy and members of the Avengers visit the world, now tilted eight 
degrees off its axis, only to find a barren desert littered with the great 
ruins of what was a prosperous civilization.

Inspired by the Marvel Cinematic Universe

“THEY CALLED ME 
A MADMAN. AND 

WHAT I PREDICTED 
CAME TO PASS.”

THANOS

Image of the past: the world of Titan.

AT THE MOVIES

THANOS, A HISTORY 
OF OBSESSION

More information at fanhome.com
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THE GAUNTLET  
THE GAUNTLET  OF THANOS OF THANOS

COSMIC CREATOR

STARLIN'S NEW IDEAS  In his first foray into the cosmic plot, in Iron Man Vol. 1 #55, Starlin pulled 

out of his magic hat Thanos, the Blood Brothers, Drax the Destroyer, 

Starfox, Mentor, I.S.A.A.C... This is also how the first confrontation 

between Iron Man and the Mad Titan came about. After his debut, Thanos 

was to accompany his creator in all the series in which he took part - 

with Starlin working as writer as well as artist - throughout the Marvel 

catalog. The author's ambition seemed to be equal to that of his insatiable 

creature. Thanos soon showed that he was not going to be satisfied with 

just getting the Cosmic Cube or the Infinity Gauntlet - his original goals, 

as it is common for a villain to try to get some powerful object. 

Sitting on his throne in Thanos (2016) #1, by Jeff Lemire and Mike Deodato.

Haranguing the troops in Thanos Legacy #1, by Donny Cates and Brian Level.

Jim Starlin used great metaphors as a vehicle for his personal concerns. "My ideas in writing Infinity Gauntlet are rooted in Catholicism. I thought that if someone as evil as Thanos really existed, sooner or later he would aspire to storm heaven and seek omnipotence. It's something I've continued to explore, because it's very interesting to see how omnipotence is not enough to satisfy the Titan's insatiable soul.” On the reflection of humanity’s great problems, Starlin stated that “the Infinity Gems started out as one, Adam Warlock's Soul Gem, but when I was writing the character’s series I expanded the concept to six Gems (Time, Mind, Space, Reality, Power and Soul) which I think represent the human condition and human nature much better.” (interview by Giovanni Menicocci in 2018 for dailybloid.com).

Thanos' next battle, this time against Captain Marvel and Rick Jones, 

saw the debut of Death, the personification of the Grim Reaper whom 

Thanos had wanted for many years. With each new adventure, the cosmic 

pantheon was augmented by a new character, ally, rival or both, be it the 

Magus, Pip the Troll or Gamora. Not to mention a discovery that would 

prove pivotal in the immediate future of the Marvel cosmos: it was 

revealed that Adam Warlock's Soul Gem was actually part of a set of six 

Gems. Together, they granted absolute power over time, space, reality... 

The Infinity Gems, a concept as grand as Jim Starlin's imagination.
However, Thanos' next adventure - split between Avengers Annual 

#7 and Marvel Two-in-One Annual #2, published in 1977 - was to 

be Starlin's last contact with his creation for more than a decade. After 

that epic confrontation with the Avengers, Thanos was turned into a stone 

statue, in an adventure in which Warlock, Gamora and Pip the Troll also 

perished. Starlin was away from Marvel Comics for much of the eighties, 

during that time no other author, perhaps out of respect, employed his 

iconic creations. 

His return was to be glorious. Between 1991 and 1993, accompanied 

by artists George Perez and Ron Lim, Jim Starlin presented a trilogy 

of adventures - Infinity War, Infinity Gauntlet and Infinity Crusade - 

in which Thanos was to wipe the floor with the greatest of Marvel’s gods 

and heroes, finally achieving omnipotence through the Infinity Gauntlet. 

It is a popular story, justifying the adjective ‘cosmic’ for its scale, in which 

all the cosmic entities and earthly heroes who have survived his ‘snap’ 

are pitted against Thanos.
With Gamora in Thanos Vol 3 # 2,  
cover by Jeff Dekal.

IN HIS  IN HIS  OWN WORDS 
OWN WORDS 

While not all of the Infinity Gems were 
created by Jim Starlin, it was he who came 
up with the idea of bringing all six - Time, Space, 
Mind, Soul, Reality and Power - together in the 
Gauntlet of Thanos. With their combined abilities, 
the Mad Titan had infinite power that threatened 
the existence of reality itself. In the story, the origin 
of the Gauntlet itself is unclear, as is how Thanos 
managed to get hold of the Gems, hitherto guarded 
by the Elders of the Universe. What soon becomes 
clear is what he will use it for: with a snap of his 
fingers, he wipes out half the population of the 
cosmos as a seductive offering to his beloved, Death. 
After this universal send-off, the Gauntlet would 
fall first into the hands of Adam Warlock and then 
other heroes and villains, with interests sometimes 
as sinister as those of the Titan himself.
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With Gamora in Thanos Vol 3 # 2,  
cover by Jeff Dekal.
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of the Gauntlet itself is unclear, as is how Thanos 
managed to get hold of the Gems, hitherto guarded 
by the Elders of the Universe. What soon becomes 
clear is what he will use it for: with a snap of his 
fingers, he wipes out half the population of the 
cosmos as a seductive offering to his beloved, Death. 
After this universal send-off, the Gauntlet would 
fall first into the hands of Adam Warlock and then 
other heroes and villains, with interests sometimes 
as sinister as those of the Titan himself.
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WITH THE MIGHTY INFINITY GAUNTLET, YOU WILL CONTROL THE UNIVERSE
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OF METAL

When Thanos conceived his mad mission to 

destroy half the population of the Universe, he 

needed to control the power of the six incredible 

Infinity Stones. To do this, he forced the dwarves 

of Nidavellir, master blacksmiths, to create a 

gauntlet on which he could place the stones. 

Then, with a simple snap of his fingers, Thanos 

could carry out his plan and even destroy an 

entire population.

THE  INFINITY GAUNTLET

The im
ages of the Infinity Gauntlet are from

 a prototype. They are not from
 the film

.
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Reality, power, space, mind, 
time, and soul - these 
are the Infinity Stones. 
Created at the dawn of the 
Universe, the Stones contain 
primordial powers. Thanos 
forced the Eitri to forge 
the only artifact capable of 
controlling all of the stones.  

Keep this model of the most 
powerful weapon in the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe 
in your trophy room.

HEIGHT:  
18 cm

*In the event of this item being out of stock, or due to any circumstances beyond the control of 
the publisher, it will be replaced by another of equal or greater value.
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Your 4th gift

TWO POSTERS 
Don’t miss these 
fantastic posters from 
the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe.
Dimensions : 60 x 80 cm 

THE MUG OF THANOS  
What if Thanos had owned a mug  
like this? Who knows what might  
have happened... 
Material: Ceramic

THE AVENGERS T-SHIRT   
Take your place in the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe with this exclusive T-shirt.  
Tony will ‘love you three thousand.’ 
Size: L, Material: Cotton

CAP
Join the Avengers team with 
this great cap! 
One size fits all 

Your 3rd gift

Your 2nd gift

How many different characters have 
worn the Infinity Gauntlet? Discover, 
in comic book after comic book, the 
development of Marvel Comics’ 
magnificent cosmic saga, from the 
first Infinity War and Thanos’ initial 
objective... to the founding of the 
Guardians of the Galaxy, thanks to 
the intervention of the Avengers. 
These are the Infinity Sagas.

THE SAGA OF THE GAUNTLET

RESULT

ASSEMBLY GUIDE 01

ACTIVATING THE REALITY STONE
Once the gem set is in place, when the 
Reality Stone is pressed, the push button will 
be activated. You now have the power of one 
of the Infinity Stones in your hands!

USING OF THE SCREWDRIVER
The screwdriver is magnetized, so it can 
be used to place the screws in position. 
If necessary, tweezers can also be used..

POSITIONING THE SCREWS
Screws should go in as straight as possible. 
Ideally, the screwdriver and screw should 
form a straight line.

TIGHTENING THE SCREWS
Tighten the screws sufficiently so that the fit 
is firm. Over-tightening risks deforming the 
part or damaging the screw.

STORING THE PARTS
Keep the assembled parts and any remaining 
screws in a safe place so that you can use 
them in the next stages of assembly.

BASIC ASSEMBLY TIPS

Vertical

90º

COSMIC CREATOR

In 1973, a very young artist called Jim Starlin was collaborating 
on the storyline of the Iron Man collection. In just two 
issues he had time to create a character who was destined 
to revolutionise the cosmic pantheon of the House of Ideas.

T
his powerful new villain, Thanos, was to be the focus of some 
of the publisher's best sagas, stories first by Starlin himself 
and later by several of his successors, until his definitive 

arrival on the big screen. 

From the first steps of Marvel Comics, this storytelling that can 
be called ‘cosmic’ has been the cornerstone of many sagas. 
Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, the founding fathers 
of the House of Ideas, already introduced such 
concepts: Earth gods such as Thor, Odin, 
and Hercules; powerful alien races such 
as the Kree and Skrull; planet-devouring 
cosmic entities such as Galactus; man-
made demigods such as Warlock; powerful 
witnesses to human evolution such as the 
Watchers; primordial entities who toyed 
with humanity at will such as the 
Living Tribunal or the Celestials; not 
forgetting time travellers including 
Kang and Immortus and demons 
such as Mephisto. Even if its heroes 
had feet of clay and everyday 
problems, there was room in the 
Marvel Universe for characters on 
a superhuman scale. The arrival 
of Jim Starlin was to revolutionize 
that part of the publishing house, 
with the incorporation of new 
characters in stories that would have 
great repercussions. Some of those 
readers, captivated by the Starlin era, would 
be called upon to carry on the legacy of the skilled 
cosmic puppet master.

“IN THE END, 
AS ALWAYS, 

THANOS WILL 
STAND TRIUMPHANT.”

THANOS, 
THE INFINITY 
GAUNTLET #1

THE DAY MARVEL THE DAY MARVEL 
BECAME COSMIC BECAME COSMIC
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9 The writers and artists who have created 
the amazing saga of Thanos and the 
Infinity Stones, frame by frame. Follow 
them through the history of their 
publications, and decades of adventures!

COSMIC CREATORS
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The Infinity Gauntlet is the most powerful object in the Marvel Cinematic Universe, 
created by Thanos to harness the power of the Infinity Stones. Whoever wears it 
will have simultaneous control of all the forces of the Universe: mind, soul, power, 
space, time, and reality.

T H“NO S   “ND  T H E G“U NT L E T
Discover the story of Thanos and 
the various Infinity Stones in this 
specially designed section, filled 
with images from the wider Marvel 
Cinematic Universe, taken from all 
the Marvel Studios films.
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Place the three LR41 cell batteries in the 
battery holder (see the illustration to position 
them correctly inside the holder) and close 
the lid D01, securing it with a screw.

Place the two parts D02, which are the two 
magnets that will hold the assembly in place 
on the Gauntlet. Fix each one with two screws.

ELEC01 is the LED circuit, switch, and battery holder that will illuminate the Reality Stone from the 

inside. Start by placing part ELEC01 inside C01. Secure it with two screws.

In part A01, insert the two parts D02, fixing 
them with their corresponding screws.

Put the two springs in position. Then fit part B01 (the Stone). Position the cover A02 and press 

the assembly closed. Hold the cover closed and, from the back, insert two screws to fix the 

assembly together.

Finish by inserting the gem assembly as shown 
into the hole in A01 that corresponds to the Reality 
Stone. It will be held in place by the magnets, but 
can be removed to change the batteries.
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on the Gauntlet. Fix each one with two screws.
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inside. Start by placing part ELEC01 inside C01. Secure it with two screws.

In part A01, insert the two parts D02, fixing 
them with their corresponding screws.

Put the two springs in position. Then fit part B01 (the Stone). Position the cover A02 and press 

the assembly closed. Hold the cover closed and, from the back, insert two screws to fix the 

assembly together.
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into the hole in A01 that corresponds to the Reality 
Stone. It will be held in place by the magnets, but 
can be removed to change the batteries.
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MONTAJE 01

The Chitauri, soldiers of Thanos.

Thanos' desire is to complete his work and 
embrace a peaceful existence.

EARLY SETBACKSEARLY SETBACKS
The alliances Thanos made with Loki and Ronan the Accuser in search 
of the Stones are questionable, as both only serve their own interests. But 
the Children of Thanos follow their leader's plan with the slavish devotion 
shown by Ebony Maw: “You have had the privilege of being saved by the 
Great Titan... You may think this is suffering... no. It is salvation.” In his 
daughters’ case, however, the conviction is less than complete. Nebula 
is still waging a personal battle to earn her father’s respect, while Gamora 
declares she has never believed in him. She tries to oppose him from the 
outset, concealing the location of one of the Stones.

Thanos puts the Mind Stone, the first one he obtains, into Loki’s hands. 
While Thanos believes in the inevitability of his destiny, he is not infallible 
and his information about Earth is incomplete. It is logical then to use the 
power he already has to fulfill his goal – and, one must assume, to put 
his duplicitous ally to the test – without getting his hands dirty.

This is how Thanos first crosses paths with the Avengers. But when the 
conquest of that distant backwater fails, when the humans prove they 
are not the ‘cowering wretches’ he had expected, when he not only fails 
to obtain the Space Stone but also loses the Mind Stone, Thanos realizes 
that he must take matters into his own hands. Destiny, after all, is not 
something that can be delegated.

AT THE MOVIES
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D01 D02 x 4
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SCREWS 01  
x 13 (+2)
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SCREWS 01 x 13 
SCREWDRIVER
This issue includes 
three LR41 batteries 
so you can complete 
the illumination of the 
Reality Stone.

ASSEMBLY GUIDE 01

the infinity gauntlet

The Reality Stone, deep red in color, was hidden in the Aether. Your assembly begins 
with the setting of that stone, and the assembly of part of the back of the Gauntlet.

PARTS RECEIVED

THE REALITY  
STONE  

NOTE: The appearance of the parts presented here may 
be slightly different from the parts supplied with this issue.

4

5

With just a screwdriver and following the 
detailed instructions in the guide, you 
can easily assemble the Infinity Gauntlet, 
which includes an individual lighting 
system for each stone.

Thanos, Gamora, the Guardians of 
the Galaxy, Adam Warlock, Drax the  
Destroyer, Captain Marvel, Infinity 
Watch… a veritable who’s who of 
Marvel’s cosmic saga, which gives you 
an overview of its heroes, anti-heroes, 
villains, and super-villains.

COSMIC SAGA

THANOS: A HISTORY IN COMICS

“THANOS.  HE'S A PLAGUE, TONY, HE INVADES PLANETS, HE TAKES WHAT HE WANTS, HE WIPES OUT HALF THE POPULATION. HE SENT LOKI!... THE ATTACK ON NEW YORK, THAT'S HIM!” 
BRUCE BANNER

A NEW PLANA NEW PLANBut, in time, not even Thanos’ monumental ego prevents him from 

realizing that carrying out this enormous task world by world is too 

much for even his undeniable skills of conquest. So, he hatches a new 

plan, deciding to dedicate his efforts to uniting the Infinity Stones, relics 

of the ultimate power behind the creation of the universe, each of which 

controls one aspect of existence. Armed with only one of these stones, 

his power will multiply. Although throughout their history the stones 

have been treasured objects of desire, using them is so risky that the idea 

of gathering them together seems like megalomania that is inconceivable 

to any civilized being in the universe.Yet, from his throne, Thanos sends his most faithful children to track 

down these objects. He shares his plan freely, not only with his followers, 

who are already convinced of his final goal, but also with his daughters. 

Nebula remembers having heard Thanos speak incessantly of his ‘great 

plan’, and even heard of his plans for retirement when he had achieved 

his objective.

Perhaps it is during this period that Thanos decides to create a gauntlet, 

the instrument he needs to employ the power of all the Stones. In the 

words of the Collector, using just one stone is a feat only possible 

for “beings of extraordinary strength. […] These bearers can use the 

stone to mow down entire civilizations like wheat in a field.” To Thanos, 

there is nothing strange about these requirements: he possesses the 

necessary strength, determination, and cruelty to achieve it, as he has 

already demonstrated and will demonstrate in the future. With blind 

faith, Thanos believes in the inevitability of his own destiny, which will 

surely be as great as he is.

THE MADNESS OF THANOS
THE MADNESS OF THANOS“This universe is finite, its resources finite. If life is left unchecked, 

life will cease to exist. It needs correction,” Thanos tells Gamora. She 

replies, “You don't know that!” voicing the reality of Thanos’ madness. 

If he is insane, it is because of his unwavering conviction that he has 

correctly identified the problem of the universe, and also that he is the 

one who must be responsible for applying the only possible solution.
This is how Thanos, already a great warrior, starts a campaign whose 

sole objective is genocide, the extermination of half the population of any 

planet he chooses. He surrounds himself with armies of mercenaries, 

such as the Chitauri, which The Other places at his service, the Sakaarans, 

and the Outriders, who view him almost as a divinity. Thanos also 

develops an elite group of devout followers, adopting orphans stolen 

from the planets he obliterates: this gives rise to the Children of Thanos, 

a group which, over time, includes Corvus Glaive, Cull Obsidian, Proxima 

Midnight, and Ebony Maw. From the worlds he destroys, Thanos also 

acquires his ‘daughters’, to whom he offers a venomous blend of tyranny 

and affection. “He killed my parents in front of me. He tortured me, turned 

me into a weapon,” recalls Gamora. And yet, according to Thanos, all his 

actions were motivated by affection and his wish to make her into his 

possible successor.
Thanos’ crusade, “planet by planet, massacre by massacre”, takes the 

life of countless victims. According to him, he is achieving his goal. 

As he reminds Gamora, whose world was on the border of collapse 

before his intervention, “I'm the one who stopped that. Do you know 

what's happened since then? The children born have known nothing but 

full bellies and clear skies. It's a paradise.”
   FORGING    FORGING THE GAUNTLET

THE GAUNTLETNidavellir is an artificial ring surrounding a neutron star and is one of the Nine Realms connected by the cosmic nexus of Yggdrasil. The dwarves that live there are famous 
for their accomplishments in the forge, such as, for example, the great 

hammer Mjølnir that was created for Odin. When Thanos reached Nidavellir, 
he coerced the dwarves’ ruler Eitri into 
forging for him a gauntlet that would 
hold all the Infinity Stones. Thanos promised not to harm Eitri’s people, but this was a lie: when the task was completed, he exterminated all the dwarves except Eitri, but destroyed his hands so that he could never forge 

anything ever again.

Titan, after the catastrophe.

Thanos conquers Gamora's planet.
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A relentless conqueror, utterly devoted to his great cause, capable 
of any sacrifice to achieve it. This is Thanos. 

The world of Titan was once a paradise, a beautiful and lush place. 
But Titan was facing a subsistence problem: the planet was 
overpopulated and was soon in crisis. It was at this point that 

Thanos proposed a very radical solution.

Thanos’ idea is very simple. He suggests the eradication of half the 
population, chosen in a draw, which would supposedly ensure the 
survival and prosperity of the other half. The plan, however, is rejected 
and Thanos is labeled a madman. When catastrophe ultimately comes, 
Titan is devastated, becoming a lifeless planet. The Guardians of the 
Galaxy and members of the Avengers visit the world, now tilted eight 
degrees off its axis, only to find a barren desert littered with the great 
ruins of what was a prosperous civilization.

Inspired by the Marvel Cinematic Universe

“THEY CALLED ME 
A MADMAN. AND 

WHAT I PREDICTED 
CAME TO PASS.”

THANOS

Image of the past: the world of Titan.

AT THE MOVIES

THANOS, A HISTORY 
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THE GAUNTLET  
THE GAUNTLET  OF THANOSOF THANOS

COSMIC CREATOR

STARLIN'S NEW IDEAS  In his first foray into the cosmic plot, in Iron Man Vol. 1 #55, Starlin pulled 

out of his magic hat Thanos, the Blood Brothers, Drax the Destroyer, 

Starfox, Mentor, I.S.A.A.C... This is also how the first confrontation 

between Iron Man and the Mad Titan came about. After his debut, Thanos 

was to accompany his creator in all the series in which he took part - 

with Starlin working as writer as well as artist - throughout the Marvel 

catalog. The author's ambition seemed to be equal to that of his insatiable 

creature. Thanos soon showed that he was not going to be satisfied with 

just getting the Cosmic Cube or the Infinity Gauntlet - his original goals, 

as it is common for a villain to try to get some powerful object. 

Sitting on his throne in Thanos (2016) #1, by Jeff Lemire and Mike Deodato.

Haranguing the troops in Thanos Legacy #1, by Donny Cates and Brian Level.

Jim Starlin used great metaphors as a vehicle for his personal concerns. "My ideas in writing Infinity Gauntlet are rooted in Catholicism. I thought that if someone as evil as Thanos really existed, sooner or later he would aspire to storm heaven and seek omnipotence. It's something I've continued to explore, because it's very interesting to see how omnipotence is not enough to satisfy the Titan's insatiable soul.” On the reflection of humanity’s great problems, Starlin stated that “the Infinity Gems started out as one, Adam Warlock's Soul Gem, but when I was writing the character’s series I expanded the concept to six Gems (Time, Mind, Space, Reality, Power and Soul) which I think represent the human condition and human nature much better.” (interview by Giovanni Menicocci in 2018 for dailybloid.com).

Thanos' next battle, this time against Captain Marvel and Rick Jones, 

saw the debut of Death, the personification of the Grim Reaper whom 

Thanos had wanted for many years. With each new adventure, the cosmic 

pantheon was augmented by a new character, ally, rival or both, be it the 

Magus, Pip the Troll or Gamora. Not to mention a discovery that would 

prove pivotal in the immediate future of the Marvel cosmos: it was 

revealed that Adam Warlock's Soul Gem was actually part of a set of six 

Gems. Together, they granted absolute power over time, space, reality... 

The Infinity Gems, a concept as grand as Jim Starlin's imagination.
However, Thanos' next adventure - split between Avengers Annual 

#7 and Marvel Two-in-One Annual #2, published in 1977 - was to 

be Starlin's last contact with his creation for more than a decade. After 

that epic confrontation with the Avengers, Thanos was turned into a stone 

statue, in an adventure in which Warlock, Gamora and Pip the Troll also 

perished. Starlin was away from Marvel Comics for much of the eighties, 

during that time no other author, perhaps out of respect, employed his 

iconic creations. 

His return was to be glorious. Between 1991 and 1993, accompanied 

by artists George Perez and Ron Lim, Jim Starlin presented a trilogy 

of adventures - Infinity War, Infinity Gauntlet and Infinity Crusade - 

in which Thanos was to wipe the floor with the greatest of Marvel’s gods 

and heroes, finally achieving omnipotence through the Infinity Gauntlet. 

It is a popular story, justifying the adjective ‘cosmic’ for its scale, in which 

all the cosmic entities and earthly heroes who have survived his ‘snap’ 

are pitted against Thanos.
With Gamora in Thanos Vol 3 # 2,  
cover by Jeff Dekal.

IN HIS  IN HIS  OWN WORDS 
OWN WORDS 

While not all of the Infinity Gems were 
created by Jim Starlin, it was he who came 
up with the idea of bringing all six - Time, Space, 
Mind, Soul, Reality and Power - together in the 
Gauntlet of Thanos. With their combined abilities, 
the Mad Titan had infinite power that threatened 
the existence of reality itself. In the story, the origin 
of the Gauntlet itself is unclear, as is how Thanos 
managed to get hold of the Gems, hitherto guarded 
by the Elders of the Universe. What soon becomes 
clear is what he will use it for: with a snap of his 
fingers, he wipes out half the population of the 
cosmos as a seductive offering to his beloved, Death. 
After this universal send-off, the Gauntlet would 
fall first into the hands of Adam Warlock and then 
other heroes and villains, with interests sometimes 
as sinister as those of the Titan himself.
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INDIVIDUALLY 
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MARVEL FILM  
AVENGERS :  

INFINITY WAR

WITH THE MIGHTY INFINITY GAUNTLET, YOU WILL CONTROL THE UNIVERSE

HEIGHT: 73 cm 

MADE 
OF METAL

When Thanos conceived his mad mission to 

destroy half the population of the Universe, he 

needed to control the power of the six incredible 

Infinity Stones. To do this, he forced the dwarves 

of Nidavellir, master blacksmiths, to create a 

gauntlet on which he could place the stones. 

Then, with a simple snap of his fingers, Thanos 

could carry out his plan and even destroy an 

entire population.
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RECEIVE THIS MINIATURE REPRODUCTION 
OF THE INFINITY GAUNTLET

ONLY WHEN YOU PAY WITH PAYPAL*
EXTRA GIFT!

Reality, power, space, mind, 
time, and soul - these 
are the Infinity Stones. 
Created at the dawn of the 
Universe, the Stones contain 
primordial powers. Thanos 
forced the Eitri to forge 
the only artifact capable of 
controlling all of the stones.  

Keep this model of the most 
powerful weapon in the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe 
in your trophy room.

HEIGHT:  
18 cm

*In the event of this item being out of stock, or due to any circumstances beyond the control of 
the publisher, it will be replaced by another of equal or greater value.

Your 1st gift

Your 4th gift

TWO POSTERS 
Don’t miss these 
fantastic posters from 
the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe.
Dimensions : 60 x 80 cm 

THE MUG OF THANOS  
What if Thanos had owned a mug  
like this? Who knows what might  
have happened... 
Material: Ceramic

THE AVENGERS T-SHIRT   
Take your place in the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe with this exclusive T-shirt.  
Tony will ‘love you three thousand.’ 
Size: L, Material: Cotton

CAP
Join the Avengers team with 
this great cap! 
One size fits all 

Your 3rd gift

Your 2nd gift

How many different characters have 
worn the Infinity Gauntlet? Discover, 
in comic book after comic book, the 
development of Marvel Comics’ 
magnificent cosmic saga, from the 
first Infinity War and Thanos’ initial 
objective... to the founding of the 
Guardians of the Galaxy, thanks to 
the intervention of the Avengers. 
These are the Infinity Sagas.

THE SAGA OF THE GAUNTLET

RESULT

ASSEMBLY GUIDE 01

ACTIVATING THE REALITY STONE
Once the gem set is in place, when the 
Reality Stone is pressed, the push button will 
be activated. You now have the power of one 
of the Infinity Stones in your hands!

USING OF THE SCREWDRIVER
The screwdriver is magnetized, so it can 
be used to place the screws in position. 
If necessary, tweezers can also be used..

POSITIONING THE SCREWS
Screws should go in as straight as possible. 
Ideally, the screwdriver and screw should 
form a straight line.

TIGHTENING THE SCREWS
Tighten the screws sufficiently so that the fit 
is firm. Over-tightening risks deforming the 
part or damaging the screw.

STORING THE PARTS
Keep the assembled parts and any remaining 
screws in a safe place so that you can use 
them in the next stages of assembly.

BASIC ASSEMBLY TIPS
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COSMIC CREATOR

In 1973, a very young artist called Jim Starlin was collaborating 
on the storyline of the Iron Man collection. In just two 
issues he had time to create a character who was destined 
to revolutionise the cosmic pantheon of the House of Ideas.

This powerful new villain, Thanos, was to be the focus of some 
of the publisher's best sagas, stories first by Starlin himself 
and later by several of his successors, until his definitive 

arrival on the big screen. 

From the first steps of Marvel Comics, this storytelling that can 
be called ‘cosmic’ has been the cornerstone of many sagas. 
Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, the founding fathers 
of the House of Ideas, already introduced such 
concepts: Earth gods such as Thor, Odin, 
and Hercules; powerful alien races such 
as the Kree and Skrull; planet-devouring 
cosmic entities such as Galactus; man-
made demigods such as Warlock; powerful 
witnesses to human evolution such as the 
Watchers; primordial entities who toyed 
with humanity at will such as the 
Living Tribunal or the Celestials; not 
forgetting time travellers including 
Kang and Immortus and demons 
such as Mephisto. Even if its heroes 
had feet of clay and everyday 
problems, there was room in the 
Marvel Universe for characters on 
a superhuman scale. The arrival 
of Jim Starlin was to revolutionize 
that part of the publishing house, 
with the incorporation of new 
characters in stories that would have 
great repercussions. Some of those 
readers, captivated by the Starlin era, would 
be called upon to carry on the legacy of the skilled 
cosmic puppet master.

“IN THE END, 
AS ALWAYS, 

THANOS WILL 
STAND TRIUMPHANT.”

THANOS, 
THE INFINITY 
GAUNTLET #1

THE DAY MARVEL THE DAY MARVEL 
BECAME COSMICBECAME COSMIC
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9
The writers and artists who have created 
the amazing saga of Thanos and the 
Infinity Stones, frame by frame. Follow 
them through the history of their 
publications, and decades of adventures!

COSMIC CREATORS
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The Infinity Gauntlet is the most powerful object in the Marvel Cinematic Universe, 
created by Thanos to harness the power of the Infinity Stones. Whoever wears it 
will have simultaneous control of all the forces of the Universe: mind, soul, power, 
space, time, and reality.

T H“NO S   “ND  T H E G“U NT L E T
Discover the story of Thanos and 
the various Infinity Stones in this 
specially designed section, filled 
with images from the wider Marvel 
Cinematic Universe, taken from all 
the Marvel Studios films.

SPECIAL FILM SECTION
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Place the three LR41 cell batteries in the 
battery holder (see the illustration to position 
them correctly inside the holder) and close 
the lid D01, securing it with a screw.

Place the two parts D02, which are the two 
magnets that will hold the assembly in place 
on the Gauntlet. Fix each one with two screws.

ELEC01 is the LED circuit, switch, and battery holder that will illuminate the Reality Stone from the 

inside. Start by placing part ELEC01 inside C01. Secure it with two screws.

In part A01, insert the two parts D02, fixing 
them with their corresponding screws.

Put the two springs in position. Then fit part B01 (the Stone). Position the cover A02 and press 

the assembly closed. Hold the cover closed and, from the back, insert two screws to fix the 

assembly together.

Finish by inserting the gem assembly as shown 
into the hole in A01 that corresponds to the Reality 
Stone. It will be held in place by the magnets, but 
can be removed to change the batteries.
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them with their corresponding screws.
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MONTAJE 01

The Chitauri, soldiers of Thanos.

Thanos' desire is to complete his work and 
embrace a peaceful existence.

EARLY SETBACKSEARLY SETBACKS
The alliances Thanos made with Loki and Ronan the Accuser in search 
of the Stones are questionable, as both only serve their own interests. But 
the Children of Thanos follow their leader's plan with the slavish devotion 
shown by Ebony Maw: “You have had the privilege of being saved by the 
Great Titan... You may think this is suffering... no. It is salvation.” In his 
daughters’ case, however, the conviction is less than complete. Nebula 
is still waging a personal battle to earn her father’s respect, while Gamora 
declares she has never believed in him. She tries to oppose him from the 
outset, concealing the location of one of the Stones.

Thanos puts the Mind Stone, the first one he obtains, into Loki’s hands. 
While Thanos believes in the inevitability of his destiny, he is not infallible 
and his information about Earth is incomplete. It is logical then to use the 
power he already has to fulfill his goal – and, one must assume, to put 
his duplicitous ally to the test – without getting his hands dirty.

This is how Thanos first crosses paths with the Avengers. But when the 
conquest of that distant backwater fails, when the humans prove they 
are not the ‘cowering wretches’ he had expected, when he not only fails 
to obtain the Space Stone but also loses the Mind Stone, Thanos realizes 
that he must take matters into his own hands. Destiny, after all, is not 
something that can be delegated.

AT THE MOVIES
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C01

D01 D02 x 4

SPRINGS 01 x 2
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SCREWS 01  
x 13 (+2)

ELEC01
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SCREWS 01 x 13 
SCREWDRIVER
This issue includes 
three LR41 batteries 
so you can complete 
the illumination of the 
Reality Stone.
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the infinity gauntlet

The Reality Stone, deep red in color, was hidden in the Aether. Your assembly begins 
with the setting of that stone, and the assembly of part of the back of the Gauntlet.

PARTS RECEIVED

THE REALITY  
STONE  

NOTE: The appearance of the parts presented here may 
be slightly different from the parts supplied with this issue.

4

5

With just a screwdriver and following the 
detailed instructions in the guide, you 
can easily assemble the Infinity Gauntlet, 
which includes an individual lighting 
system for each stone.

Thanos, Gamora, the Guardians of 
the Galaxy, Adam Warlock, Drax the  
Destroyer, Captain Marvel, Infinity 
Watch… a veritable who’s who of 
Marvel’s cosmic saga, which gives you 
an overview of its heroes, anti-heroes, 
villains, and super-villains.

COSMIC SAGA

THANOS: A HISTORY IN COMICS

“THANOS.  HE'S A PLAGUE, TONY, HE INVADES PLANETS, HE TAKES WHAT HE WANTS, HE WIPES OUT HALF THE POPULATION. HE SENT LOKI!... THE ATTACK ON NEW YORK, THAT'S HIM!” 
BRUCE BANNER

A NEW PLANA NEW PLANBut, in time, not even Thanos’ monumental ego prevents him from 

realizing that carrying out this enormous task world by world is too 

much for even his undeniable skills of conquest. So, he hatches a new 

plan, deciding to dedicate his efforts to uniting the Infinity Stones, relics 

of the ultimate power behind the creation of the universe, each of which 

controls one aspect of existence. Armed with only one of these stones, 

his power will multiply. Although throughout their history the stones 

have been treasured objects of desire, using them is so risky that the idea 

of gathering them together seems like megalomania that is inconceivable 

to any civilized being in the universe.Yet, from his throne, Thanos sends his most faithful children to track 

down these objects. He shares his plan freely, not only with his followers, 

who are already convinced of his final goal, but also with his daughters. 

Nebula remembers having heard Thanos speak incessantly of his ‘great 

plan’, and even heard of his plans for retirement when he had achieved 

his objective.

Perhaps it is during this period that Thanos decides to create a gauntlet, 

the instrument he needs to employ the power of all the Stones. In the 

words of the Collector, using just one stone is a feat only possible 

for “beings of extraordinary strength. […] These bearers can use the 

stone to mow down entire civilizations like wheat in a field.” To Thanos, 

there is nothing strange about these requirements: he possesses the 

necessary strength, determination, and cruelty to achieve it, as he has 

already demonstrated and will demonstrate in the future. With blind 

faith, Thanos believes in the inevitability of his own destiny, which will 

surely be as great as he is.

THE MADNESS OF THANOS
THE MADNESS OF THANOS“This universe is finite, its resources finite. If life is left unchecked, 

life will cease to exist. It needs correction,” Thanos tells Gamora. She 

replies, “You don't know that!” voicing the reality of Thanos’ madness. 

If he is insane, it is because of his unwavering conviction that he has 

correctly identified the problem of the universe, and also that he is the 

one who must be responsible for applying the only possible solution.
This is how Thanos, already a great warrior, starts a campaign whose 

sole objective is genocide, the extermination of half the population of any 

planet he chooses. He surrounds himself with armies of mercenaries, 

such as the Chitauri, which The Other places at his service, the Sakaarans, 

and the Outriders, who view him almost as a divinity. Thanos also 

develops an elite group of devout followers, adopting orphans stolen 

from the planets he obliterates: this gives rise to the Children of Thanos, 

a group which, over time, includes Corvus Glaive, Cull Obsidian, Proxima 

Midnight, and Ebony Maw. From the worlds he destroys, Thanos also 

acquires his ‘daughters’, to whom he offers a venomous blend of tyranny 

and affection. “He killed my parents in front of me. He tortured me, turned 

me into a weapon,” recalls Gamora. And yet, according to Thanos, all his 

actions were motivated by affection and his wish to make her into his 

possible successor.
Thanos’ crusade, “planet by planet, massacre by massacre”, takes the 

life of countless victims. According to him, he is achieving his goal. 

As he reminds Gamora, whose world was on the border of collapse 

before his intervention, “I'm the one who stopped that. Do you know 

what's happened since then? The children born have known nothing but 

full bellies and clear skies. It's a paradise.”
   FORGING    FORGING THE GAUNTLET

THE GAUNTLETNidavellir is an artificial ring surrounding a neutron star and is one of the Nine Realms connected by the cosmic nexus of Yggdrasil. The dwarves that live there are famous 
for their accomplishments in the forge, such as, for example, the great 

hammer Mjølnir that was created for Odin. When Thanos reached Nidavellir, 
he coerced the dwarves’ ruler Eitri into 
forging for him a gauntlet that would 
hold all the Infinity Stones. Thanos promised not to harm Eitri’s people, but this was a lie: when the task was completed, he exterminated all the dwarves except Eitri, but destroyed his hands so that he could never forge 

anything ever again.

Titan, after the catastrophe.

Thanos conquers Gamora's planet.
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BRUCE BANNER
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A relentless conqueror, utterly devoted to his great cause, capable 
of any sacrifice to achieve it. This is Thanos. 

The world of Titan was once a paradise, a beautiful and lush place. 
But Titan was facing a subsistence problem: the planet was 
overpopulated and was soon in crisis. It was at this point that 

Thanos proposed a very radical solution.

Thanos’ idea is very simple. He suggests the eradication of half the 
population, chosen in a draw, which would supposedly ensure the 
survival and prosperity of the other half. The plan, however, is rejected 
and Thanos is labeled a madman. When catastrophe ultimately comes, 
Titan is devastated, becoming a lifeless planet. The Guardians of the 
Galaxy and members of the Avengers visit the world, now tilted eight 
degrees off its axis, only to find a barren desert littered with the great 
ruins of what was a prosperous civilization.
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THE GAUNTLET  
THE GAUNTLET  OF THANOSOF THANOS

COSMIC CREATOR

STARLIN'S NEW IDEAS  In his first foray into the cosmic plot, in Iron Man Vol. 1 #55, Starlin pulled 

out of his magic hat Thanos, the Blood Brothers, Drax the Destroyer, 

Starfox, Mentor, I.S.A.A.C... This is also how the first confrontation 

between Iron Man and the Mad Titan came about. After his debut, Thanos 

was to accompany his creator in all the series in which he took part - 

with Starlin working as writer as well as artist - throughout the Marvel 

catalog. The author's ambition seemed to be equal to that of his insatiable 

creature. Thanos soon showed that he was not going to be satisfied with 

just getting the Cosmic Cube or the Infinity Gauntlet - his original goals, 

as it is common for a villain to try to get some powerful object. 

Sitting on his throne in Thanos (2016) #1, by Jeff Lemire and Mike Deodato.

Haranguing the troops in Thanos Legacy #1, by Donny Cates and Brian Level.

Jim Starlin used great metaphors as a vehicle for his personal concerns. "My ideas in writing Infinity Gauntlet are rooted in Catholicism. I thought that if someone as evil as Thanos really existed, sooner or later he would aspire to storm heaven and seek omnipotence. It's something I've continued to explore, because it's very interesting to see how omnipotence is not enough to satisfy the Titan's insatiable soul.” On the reflection of humanity’s great problems, Starlin stated that “the Infinity Gems started out as one, Adam Warlock's Soul Gem, but when I was writing the character’s series I expanded the concept to six Gems (Time, Mind, Space, Reality, Power and Soul) which I think represent the human condition and human nature much better.” (interview by Giovanni Menicocci in 2018 for dailybloid.com).

Thanos' next battle, this time against Captain Marvel and Rick Jones, 

saw the debut of Death, the personification of the Grim Reaper whom 

Thanos had wanted for many years. With each new adventure, the cosmic 

pantheon was augmented by a new character, ally, rival or both, be it the 

Magus, Pip the Troll or Gamora. Not to mention a discovery that would 

prove pivotal in the immediate future of the Marvel cosmos: it was 

revealed that Adam Warlock's Soul Gem was actually part of a set of six 

Gems. Together, they granted absolute power over time, space, reality... 

The Infinity Gems, a concept as grand as Jim Starlin's imagination.
However, Thanos' next adventure - split between Avengers Annual 

#7 and Marvel Two-in-One Annual #2, published in 1977 - was to 

be Starlin's last contact with his creation for more than a decade. After 

that epic confrontation with the Avengers, Thanos was turned into a stone 

statue, in an adventure in which Warlock, Gamora and Pip the Troll also 

perished. Starlin was away from Marvel Comics for much of the eighties, 

during that time no other author, perhaps out of respect, employed his 

iconic creations. 

His return was to be glorious. Between 1991 and 1993, accompanied 

by artists George Perez and Ron Lim, Jim Starlin presented a trilogy 

of adventures - Infinity War, Infinity Gauntlet and Infinity Crusade - 

in which Thanos was to wipe the floor with the greatest of Marvel’s gods 

and heroes, finally achieving omnipotence through the Infinity Gauntlet. 

It is a popular story, justifying the adjective ‘cosmic’ for its scale, in which 

all the cosmic entities and earthly heroes who have survived his ‘snap’ 

are pitted against Thanos.
With Gamora in Thanos Vol 3 # 2,  
cover by Jeff Dekal.

IN HIS  IN HIS  OWN WORDS 
OWN WORDS 

While not all of the Infinity Gems were 
created by Jim Starlin, it was he who came 
up with the idea of bringing all six - Time, Space, 
Mind, Soul, Reality and Power - together in the 
Gauntlet of Thanos. With their combined abilities, 
the Mad Titan had infinite power that threatened 
the existence of reality itself. In the story, the origin 
of the Gauntlet itself is unclear, as is how Thanos 
managed to get hold of the Gems, hitherto guarded 
by the Elders of the Universe. What soon becomes 
clear is what he will use it for: with a snap of his 
fingers, he wipes out half the population of the 
cosmos as a seductive offering to his beloved, Death. 
After this universal send-off, the Gauntlet would 
fall first into the hands of Adam Warlock and then 
other heroes and villains, with interests sometimes 
as sinister as those of the Titan himself.
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When Thanos conceived his mad mission to 

destroy half the population of the Universe, he 

needed to control the power of the six incredible 

Infinity Stones. To do this, he forced the dwarves 

of Nidavellir, master blacksmiths, to create a 

gauntlet on which he could place the stones. 

Then, with a simple snap of his fingers, Thanos 

could carry out his plan and even destroy an 

entire population.
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OF THE INFINITY GAUNTLET

ONLY WHEN YOU PAY WITH PAYPAL*
EXTRA GIFT!

Reality, power, space, mind, 
time, and soul - these 
are the Infinity Stones. 
Created at the dawn of the 
Universe, the Stones contain 
primordial powers. Thanos 
forced the Eitri to forge 
the only artifact capable of 
controlling all of the stones.  

Keep this model of the most 
powerful weapon in the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe 
in your trophy room.
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have happened... 
Material: Ceramic
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Tony will ‘love you three thousand.’ 
Size: L, Material: Cotton

CAP
Join the Avengers team with 
this great cap! 
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How many different characters have 
worn the Infinity Gauntlet? Discover, 
in comic book after comic book, the 
development of Marvel Comics’ 
magnificent cosmic saga, from the 
first Infinity War and Thanos’ initial 
objective... to the founding of the 
Guardians of the Galaxy, thanks to 
the intervention of the Avengers. 
These are the Infinity Sagas.
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ACTIVATING THE REALITY STONE
Once the gem set is in place, when the 
Reality Stone is pressed, the push button will 
be activated. You now have the power of one 
of the Infinity Stones in your hands!

USING OF THE SCREWDRIVER
The screwdriver is magnetized, so it can 
be used to place the screws in position. 
If necessary, tweezers can also be used..

POSITIONING THE SCREWS
Screws should go in as straight as possible. 
Ideally, the screwdriver and screw should 
form a straight line.

TIGHTENING THE SCREWS
Tighten the screws sufficiently so that the fit 
is firm. Over-tightening risks deforming the 
part or damaging the screw.

STORING THE PARTS
Keep the assembled parts and any remaining 
screws in a safe place so that you can use 
them in the next stages of assembly.
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COSMIC CREATOR

In 1973, a very young artist called Jim Starlin was collaborating 
on the storyline of the Iron Man collection. In just two 
issues he had time to create a character who was destined 
to revolutionise the cosmic pantheon of the House of Ideas.

This powerful new villain, Thanos, was to be the focus of some 
of the publisher's best sagas, stories first by Starlin himself 
and later by several of his successors, until his definitive 

arrival on the big screen. 

From the first steps of Marvel Comics, this storytelling that can 
be called ‘cosmic’ has been the cornerstone of many sagas. 
Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, the founding fathers 
of the House of Ideas, already introduced such 
concepts: Earth gods such as Thor, Odin, 
and Hercules; powerful alien races such 
as the Kree and Skrull; planet-devouring 
cosmic entities such as Galactus; man-
made demigods such as Warlock; powerful 
witnesses to human evolution such as the 
Watchers; primordial entities who toyed 
with humanity at will such as the 
Living Tribunal or the Celestials; not 
forgetting time travellers including 
Kang and Immortus and demons 
such as Mephisto. Even if its heroes 
had feet of clay and everyday 
problems, there was room in the 
Marvel Universe for characters on 
a superhuman scale. The arrival 
of Jim Starlin was to revolutionize 
that part of the publishing house, 
with the incorporation of new 
characters in stories that would have 
great repercussions. Some of those 
readers, captivated by the Starlin era, would 
be called upon to carry on the legacy of the skilled 
cosmic puppet master.

“IN THE END, 
AS ALWAYS, 

THANOS WILL 
STAND TRIUMPHANT.”

THANOS, 
THE INFINITY 
GAUNTLET #1

THE DAY MARVEL THE DAY MARVEL 
BECAME COSMICBECAME COSMIC
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9
The writers and artists who have created 
the amazing saga of Thanos and the 
Infinity Stones, frame by frame. Follow 
them through the history of their 
publications, and decades of adventures!

COSMIC CREATORS
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The Infinity Gauntlet is the most powerful object in the Marvel Cinematic Universe, 
created by Thanos to harness the power of the Infinity Stones. Whoever wears it 
will have simultaneous control of all the forces of the Universe: mind, soul, power, 
space, time, and reality.

T H“NO S   “ND  T H E G“U NT L E T
Discover the story of Thanos and 
the various Infinity Stones in this 
specially designed section, filled 
with images from the wider Marvel 
Cinematic Universe, taken from all 
the Marvel Studios films.

SPECIAL FILM SECTION
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Place the three LR41 cell batteries in the 
battery holder (see the illustration to position 
them correctly inside the holder) and close 
the lid D01, securing it with a screw.

Place the two parts D02, which are the two 
magnets that will hold the assembly in place 
on the Gauntlet. Fix each one with two screws.

ELEC01 is the LED circuit, switch, and battery holder that will illuminate the Reality Stone from the 

inside. Start by placing part ELEC01 inside C01. Secure it with two screws.

In part A01, insert the two parts D02, fixing 
them with their corresponding screws.

Put the two springs in position. Then fit part B01 (the Stone). Position the cover A02 and press 

the assembly closed. Hold the cover closed and, from the back, insert two screws to fix the 

assembly together.

Finish by inserting the gem assembly as shown 
into the hole in A01 that corresponds to the Reality 
Stone. It will be held in place by the magnets, but 
can be removed to change the batteries.
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The Chitauri, soldiers of Thanos.

Thanos' desire is to complete his work and 
embrace a peaceful existence.

EARLY SETBACKSEARLY SETBACKS
The alliances Thanos made with Loki and Ronan the Accuser in search 
of the Stones are questionable, as both only serve their own interests. But 
the Children of Thanos follow their leader's plan with the slavish devotion 
shown by Ebony Maw: “You have had the privilege of being saved by the 
Great Titan... You may think this is suffering... no. It is salvation.” In his 
daughters’ case, however, the conviction is less than complete. Nebula 
is still waging a personal battle to earn her father’s respect, while Gamora 
declares she has never believed in him. She tries to oppose him from the 
outset, concealing the location of one of the Stones.

Thanos puts the Mind Stone, the first one he obtains, into Loki’s hands. 
While Thanos believes in the inevitability of his destiny, he is not infallible 
and his information about Earth is incomplete. It is logical then to use the 
power he already has to fulfill his goal – and, one must assume, to put 
his duplicitous ally to the test – without getting his hands dirty.

This is how Thanos first crosses paths with the Avengers. But when the 
conquest of that distant backwater fails, when the humans prove they 
are not the ‘cowering wretches’ he had expected, when he not only fails 
to obtain the Space Stone but also loses the Mind Stone, Thanos realizes 
that he must take matters into his own hands. Destiny, after all, is not 
something that can be delegated.
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the illumination of the 
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the infinity gauntlet

The Reality Stone, deep red in color, was hidden in the Aether. Your assembly begins 
with the setting of that stone, and the assembly of part of the back of the Gauntlet.
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THE REALITY  
STONE  

NOTE: The appearance of the parts presented here may 
be slightly different from the parts supplied with this issue.
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With just a screwdriver and following the 
detailed instructions in the guide, you 
can easily assemble the Infinity Gauntlet, 
which includes an individual lighting 
system for each stone.

Thanos, Gamora, the Guardians of 
the Galaxy, Adam Warlock, Drax the  
Destroyer, Captain Marvel, Infinity 
Watch… a veritable who’s who of 
Marvel’s cosmic saga, which gives you 
an overview of its heroes, anti-heroes, 
villains, and super-villains.

COSMIC SAGA

THANOS: A HISTORY IN COMICS

“THANOS.  HE'S A PLAGUE, TONY, HE INVADES PLANETS, HE TAKES WHAT HE WANTS, HE WIPES OUT HALF THE POPULATION. HE SENT LOKI!... THE ATTACK ON NEW YORK, THAT'S HIM!” 
BRUCE BANNER

A NEW PLANA NEW PLANBut, in time, not even Thanos’ monumental ego prevents him from 

realizing that carrying out this enormous task world by world is too 

much for even his undeniable skills of conquest. So, he hatches a new 

plan, deciding to dedicate his efforts to uniting the Infinity Stones, relics 

of the ultimate power behind the creation of the universe, each of which 

controls one aspect of existence. Armed with only one of these stones, 

his power will multiply. Although throughout their history the stones 

have been treasured objects of desire, using them is so risky that the idea 

of gathering them together seems like megalomania that is inconceivable 

to any civilized being in the universe.Yet, from his throne, Thanos sends his most faithful children to track 

down these objects. He shares his plan freely, not only with his followers, 

who are already convinced of his final goal, but also with his daughters. 

Nebula remembers having heard Thanos speak incessantly of his ‘great 

plan’, and even heard of his plans for retirement when he had achieved 

his objective.

Perhaps it is during this period that Thanos decides to create a gauntlet, 

the instrument he needs to employ the power of all the Stones. In the 

words of the Collector, using just one stone is a feat only possible 

for “beings of extraordinary strength. […] These bearers can use the 

stone to mow down entire civilizations like wheat in a field.” To Thanos, 

there is nothing strange about these requirements: he possesses the 

necessary strength, determination, and cruelty to achieve it, as he has 

already demonstrated and will demonstrate in the future. With blind 

faith, Thanos believes in the inevitability of his own destiny, which will 

surely be as great as he is.

THE MADNESS OF THANOS
THE MADNESS OF THANOS“This universe is finite, its resources finite. If life is left unchecked, 

life will cease to exist. It needs correction,” Thanos tells Gamora. She 

replies, “You don't know that!” voicing the reality of Thanos’ madness. 

If he is insane, it is because of his unwavering conviction that he has 

correctly identified the problem of the universe, and also that he is the 

one who must be responsible for applying the only possible solution.
This is how Thanos, already a great warrior, starts a campaign whose 

sole objective is genocide, the extermination of half the population of any 

planet he chooses. He surrounds himself with armies of mercenaries, 

such as the Chitauri, which The Other places at his service, the Sakaarans, 

and the Outriders, who view him almost as a divinity. Thanos also 

develops an elite group of devout followers, adopting orphans stolen 

from the planets he obliterates: this gives rise to the Children of Thanos, 

a group which, over time, includes Corvus Glaive, Cull Obsidian, Proxima 

Midnight, and Ebony Maw. From the worlds he destroys, Thanos also 

acquires his ‘daughters’, to whom he offers a venomous blend of tyranny 

and affection. “He killed my parents in front of me. He tortured me, turned 

me into a weapon,” recalls Gamora. And yet, according to Thanos, all his 

actions were motivated by affection and his wish to make her into his 

possible successor.
Thanos’ crusade, “planet by planet, massacre by massacre”, takes the 

life of countless victims. According to him, he is achieving his goal. 

As he reminds Gamora, whose world was on the border of collapse 

before his intervention, “I'm the one who stopped that. Do you know 

what's happened since then? The children born have known nothing but 

full bellies and clear skies. It's a paradise.”
   FORGING    FORGING THE GAUNTLET

THE GAUNTLETNidavellir is an artificial ring surrounding a neutron star and is one of the Nine Realms connected by the cosmic nexus of Yggdrasil. The dwarves that live there are famous 
for their accomplishments in the forge, such as, for example, the great 

hammer Mjølnir that was created for Odin. When Thanos reached Nidavellir, 
he coerced the dwarves’ ruler Eitri into 
forging for him a gauntlet that would 
hold all the Infinity Stones. Thanos promised not to harm Eitri’s people, but this was a lie: when the task was completed, he exterminated all the dwarves except Eitri, but destroyed his hands so that he could never forge 

anything ever again.

Titan, after the catastrophe.

Thanos conquers Gamora's planet.
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and affection. “He killed my parents in front of me. He tortured me, turned 

me into a weapon,” recalls Gamora. And yet, according to Thanos, all his 

actions were motivated by affection and his wish to make her into his 

possible successor.
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life of countless victims. According to him, he is achieving his goal. 

As he reminds Gamora, whose world was on the border of collapse 

before his intervention, “I'm the one who stopped that. Do you know 

what's happened since then? The children born have known nothing but 
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A relentless conqueror, utterly devoted to his great cause, capable 
of any sacrifice to achieve it. This is Thanos. 

The world of Titan was once a paradise, a beautiful and lush place. 
But Titan was facing a subsistence problem: the planet was 
overpopulated and was soon in crisis. It was at this point that 

Thanos proposed a very radical solution.

Thanos’ idea is very simple. He suggests the eradication of half the 
population, chosen in a draw, which would supposedly ensure the 
survival and prosperity of the other half. The plan, however, is rejected 
and Thanos is labeled a madman. When catastrophe ultimately comes, 
Titan is devastated, becoming a lifeless planet. The Guardians of the 
Galaxy and members of the Avengers visit the world, now tilted eight 
degrees off its axis, only to find a barren desert littered with the great 
ruins of what was a prosperous civilization.

Inspired by the Marvel Cinematic Universe

“THEY CALLED ME 
A MADMAN. AND 

WHAT I PREDICTED 
CAME TO PASS.”

THANOS

Image of the past: the world of Titan.
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THANOS, A HISTORY 
OF OBSESSION
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THE GAUNTLET  
THE GAUNTLET  OF THANOSOF THANOS

COSMIC CREATOR

STARLIN'S NEW IDEAS  In his first foray into the cosmic plot, in Iron Man Vol. 1 #55, Starlin pulled 

out of his magic hat Thanos, the Blood Brothers, Drax the Destroyer, 

Starfox, Mentor, I.S.A.A.C... This is also how the first confrontation 

between Iron Man and the Mad Titan came about. After his debut, Thanos 

was to accompany his creator in all the series in which he took part - 

with Starlin working as writer as well as artist - throughout the Marvel 

catalog. The author's ambition seemed to be equal to that of his insatiable 

creature. Thanos soon showed that he was not going to be satisfied with 

just getting the Cosmic Cube or the Infinity Gauntlet - his original goals, 

as it is common for a villain to try to get some powerful object. 

Sitting on his throne in Thanos (2016) #1, by Jeff Lemire and Mike Deodato.

Haranguing the troops in Thanos Legacy #1, by Donny Cates and Brian Level.

Jim Starlin used great metaphors as a vehicle for his personal concerns. "My ideas in writing Infinity Gauntlet are rooted in Catholicism. I thought that if someone as evil as Thanos really existed, sooner or later he would aspire to storm heaven and seek omnipotence. It's something I've continued to explore, because it's very interesting to see how omnipotence is not enough to satisfy the Titan's insatiable soul.” On the reflection of humanity’s great problems, Starlin stated that “the Infinity Gems started out as one, Adam Warlock's Soul Gem, but when I was writing the character’s series I expanded the concept to six Gems (Time, Mind, Space, Reality, Power and Soul) which I think represent the human condition and human nature much better.” (interview by Giovanni Menicocci in 2018 for dailybloid.com).

Thanos' next battle, this time against Captain Marvel and Rick Jones, 

saw the debut of Death, the personification of the Grim Reaper whom 

Thanos had wanted for many years. With each new adventure, the cosmic 

pantheon was augmented by a new character, ally, rival or both, be it the 

Magus, Pip the Troll or Gamora. Not to mention a discovery that would 

prove pivotal in the immediate future of the Marvel cosmos: it was 

revealed that Adam Warlock's Soul Gem was actually part of a set of six 

Gems. Together, they granted absolute power over time, space, reality... 

The Infinity Gems, a concept as grand as Jim Starlin's imagination.
However, Thanos' next adventure - split between Avengers Annual 

#7 and Marvel Two-in-One Annual #2, published in 1977 - was to 

be Starlin's last contact with his creation for more than a decade. After 

that epic confrontation with the Avengers, Thanos was turned into a stone 

statue, in an adventure in which Warlock, Gamora and Pip the Troll also 

perished. Starlin was away from Marvel Comics for much of the eighties, 

during that time no other author, perhaps out of respect, employed his 

iconic creations. 

His return was to be glorious. Between 1991 and 1993, accompanied 

by artists George Perez and Ron Lim, Jim Starlin presented a trilogy 

of adventures - Infinity War, Infinity Gauntlet and Infinity Crusade - 

in which Thanos was to wipe the floor with the greatest of Marvel’s gods 

and heroes, finally achieving omnipotence through the Infinity Gauntlet. 

It is a popular story, justifying the adjective ‘cosmic’ for its scale, in which 

all the cosmic entities and earthly heroes who have survived his ‘snap’ 

are pitted against Thanos.
With Gamora in Thanos Vol 3 # 2,  
cover by Jeff Dekal.

IN HIS  IN HIS  OWN WORDS 
OWN WORDS 

While not all of the Infinity Gems were 
created by Jim Starlin, it was he who came 
up with the idea of bringing all six - Time, Space, 
Mind, Soul, Reality and Power - together in the 
Gauntlet of Thanos. With their combined abilities, 
the Mad Titan had infinite power that threatened 
the existence of reality itself. In the story, the origin 
of the Gauntlet itself is unclear, as is how Thanos 
managed to get hold of the Gems, hitherto guarded 
by the Elders of the Universe. What soon becomes 
clear is what he will use it for: with a snap of his 
fingers, he wipes out half the population of the 
cosmos as a seductive offering to his beloved, Death. 
After this universal send-off, the Gauntlet would 
fall first into the hands of Adam Warlock and then 
other heroes and villains, with interests sometimes 
as sinister as those of the Titan himself.
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SOMETHING MIGHTY IS COMING... 
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THE MOST PRECIOUS OBJECT IN THE COSMOS, THE INFINITY GAUNTLET 
IS CAPABLE OF CONTROLING THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE
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out of his magic hat Thanos, the Blood Brothers, Drax the Destroyer, 

Starfox, Mentor, I.S.A.A.C... This is also how the first confrontation 

between Iron Man and the Mad Titan came about. After his debut, Thanos 

was to accompany his creator in all the series in which he took part - 

with Starlin working as writer as well as artist - throughout the Marvel 

catalog. The author's ambition seemed to be equal to that of his insatiable 

creature. Thanos soon showed that he was not going to be satisfied with 

just getting the Cosmic Cube or the Infinity Gauntlet - his original goals, 

as it is common for a villain to try to get some powerful object. 

Sitting on his throne in Thanos (2016) #1, by Jeff Lemire and Mike Deodato.

Haranguing the troops in Thanos Legacy #1, by Donny Cates and Brian Level.

Jim Starlin used great metaphors as a vehicle for his personal concerns. "My ideas in writing Infinity Gauntlet are rooted in Catholicism. I thought that if someone as evil as Thanos really existed, sooner or later he would aspire to storm heaven and seek omnipotence. It's something I've continued to explore, because it's very interesting to see how omnipotence is not enough to satisfy the Titan's insatiable soul.” On the reflection of humanity’s great problems, Starlin stated that “the Infinity Gems started out as one, Adam Warlock's Soul Gem, but when I was writing the character’s series I expanded the concept to six Gems (Time, Mind, Space, Reality, Power and Soul) which I think represent the human condition and human nature much better.” (interview by Giovanni Menicocci in 2018 for dailybloid.com).

Thanos' next battle, this time against Captain Marvel and Rick Jones, 

saw the debut of Death, the personification of the Grim Reaper whom 

Thanos had wanted for many years. With each new adventure, the cosmic 

pantheon was augmented by a new character, ally, rival or both, be it the 

Magus, Pip the Troll or Gamora. Not to mention a discovery that would 

prove pivotal in the immediate future of the Marvel cosmos: it was 

revealed that Adam Warlock's Soul Gem was actually part of a set of six 

Gems. Together, they granted absolute power over time, space, reality... 

The Infinity Gems, a concept as grand as Jim Starlin's imagination.
However, Thanos' next adventure - split between Avengers Annual 

#7 and Marvel Two-in-One Annual #2, published in 1977 - was to 

be Starlin's last contact with his creation for more than a decade. After 

that epic confrontation with the Avengers, Thanos was turned into a stone 

statue, in an adventure in which Warlock, Gamora and Pip the Troll also 

perished. Starlin was away from Marvel Comics for much of the eighties, 

during that time no other author, perhaps out of respect, employed his 

iconic creations. 

His return was to be glorious. Between 1991 and 1993, accompanied 

by artists George Perez and Ron Lim, Jim Starlin presented a trilogy 

of adventures - Infinity War, Infinity Gauntlet and Infinity Crusade - 

in which Thanos was to wipe the floor with the greatest of Marvel’s gods 

and heroes, finally achieving omnipotence through the Infinity Gauntlet. 

It is a popular story, justifying the adjective ‘cosmic’ for its scale, in which 

all the cosmic entities and earthly heroes who have survived his ‘snap’ 

are pitted against Thanos.
With Gamora in Thanos Vol 3 # 2,  
cover by Jeff Dekal.
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While not all of the Infinity Gems were 
created by Jim Starlin, it was he who came 
up with the idea of bringing all six - Time, Space, 
Mind, Soul, Reality and Power - together in the 
Gauntlet of Thanos. With their combined abilities, 
the Mad Titan had infinite power that threatened 
the existence of reality itself. In the story, the origin 
of the Gauntlet itself is unclear, as is how Thanos 
managed to get hold of the Gems, hitherto guarded 
by the Elders of the Universe. What soon becomes 
clear is what he will use it for: with a snap of his 
fingers, he wipes out half the population of the 
cosmos as a seductive offering to his beloved, Death. 
After this universal send-off, the Gauntlet would 
fall first into the hands of Adam Warlock and then 
other heroes and villains, with interests sometimes 
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AVENGERS :  

INFINITY WAR

WITH THE MIGHTY INFINITY GAUNTLET, YOU WILL CONTROL THE UNIVERSE

HEIGHT: 73 cm 

MADE 
OF METAL

When Thanos conceived his mad mission to 

destroy half the population of the Universe, he 

needed to control the power of the six incredible 

Infinity Stones. To do this, he forced the dwarves 

of Nidavellir, master blacksmiths, to create a 

gauntlet on which he could place the stones. 

Then, with a simple snap of his fingers, Thanos 

could carry out his plan and even destroy an 

entire population.
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RECEIVE THIS MINIATURE REPRODUCTION 
OF THE INFINITY GAUNTLET

ONLY WHEN YOU PAY WITH PAYPAL*
EXTRA GIFT!

Reality, power, space, mind, 
time, and soul - these 
are the Infinity Stones. 
Created at the dawn of the 
Universe, the Stones contain 
primordial powers. Thanos 
forced the Eitri to forge 
the only artifact capable of 
controlling all of the stones.  

Keep this model of the most 
powerful weapon in the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe 
in your trophy room.

HEIGHT:  
18 cm

*In the event of this item being out of stock, or due to any circumstances beyond the control of 
the publisher, it will be replaced by another of equal or greater value.

Your 1st gift

Your 4th gift

TWO POSTERS 
Don’t miss these 
fantastic posters from 
the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe.
Dimensions : 60 x 80 cm 

THE MUG OF THANOS  
What if Thanos had owned a mug  
like this? Who knows what might  
have happened... 
Material: Ceramic

THE AVENGERS T-SHIRT   
Take your place in the Marvel Cinematic 
Universe with this exclusive T-shirt.  
Tony will ‘love you three thousand.’ 
Size: L, Material: Cotton

CAP
Join the Avengers team with 
this great cap! 
One size fits all 

Your 3rd gift

Your 2nd gift

How many different characters have 
worn the Infinity Gauntlet? Discover, 
in comic book after comic book, the 
development of Marvel Comics’ 
magnificent cosmic saga, from the 
first Infinity War and Thanos’ initial 
objective... to the founding of the 
Guardians of the Galaxy, thanks to 
the intervention of the Avengers. 
These are the Infinity Sagas.

THE SAGA OF THE GAUNTLET

RESULT

ASSEMBLY GUIDE 01

ACTIVATING THE REALITY STONE
Once the gem set is in place, when the 
Reality Stone is pressed, the push button will 
be activated. You now have the power of one 
of the Infinity Stones in your hands!

USING OF THE SCREWDRIVER
The screwdriver is magnetized, so it can 
be used to place the screws in position. 
If necessary, tweezers can also be used..

POSITIONING THE SCREWS
Screws should go in as straight as possible. 
Ideally, the screwdriver and screw should 
form a straight line.

TIGHTENING THE SCREWS
Tighten the screws sufficiently so that the fit 
is firm. Over-tightening risks deforming the 
part or damaging the screw.

STORING THE PARTS
Keep the assembled parts and any remaining 
screws in a safe place so that you can use 
them in the next stages of assembly.

BASIC ASSEMBLY TIPS
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COSMIC CREATOR

In 1973, a very young artist called Jim Starlin was collaborating 
on the storyline of the Iron Man collection. In just two 
issues he had time to create a character who was destined 
to revolutionise the cosmic pantheon of the House of Ideas.

This powerful new villain, Thanos, was to be the focus of some 
of the publisher's best sagas, stories first by Starlin himself 
and later by several of his successors, until his definitive 

arrival on the big screen. 

From the first steps of Marvel Comics, this storytelling that can 
be called ‘cosmic’ has been the cornerstone of many sagas. 
Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, the founding fathers 
of the House of Ideas, already introduced such 
concepts: Earth gods such as Thor, Odin, 
and Hercules; powerful alien races such 
as the Kree and Skrull; planet-devouring 
cosmic entities such as Galactus; man-
made demigods such as Warlock; powerful 
witnesses to human evolution such as the 
Watchers; primordial entities who toyed 
with humanity at will such as the 
Living Tribunal or the Celestials; not 
forgetting time travellers including 
Kang and Immortus and demons 
such as Mephisto. Even if its heroes 
had feet of clay and everyday 
problems, there was room in the 
Marvel Universe for characters on 
a superhuman scale. The arrival 
of Jim Starlin was to revolutionize 
that part of the publishing house, 
with the incorporation of new 
characters in stories that would have 
great repercussions. Some of those 
readers, captivated by the Starlin era, would 
be called upon to carry on the legacy of the skilled 
cosmic puppet master.

“IN THE END, 
AS ALWAYS, 

THANOS WILL 
STAND TRIUMPHANT.”

THANOS, 
THE INFINITY 
GAUNTLET #1

THE DAY MARVEL THE DAY MARVEL 
BECAME COSMICBECAME COSMIC

8

9
The writers and artists who have created 
the amazing saga of Thanos and the 
Infinity Stones, frame by frame. Follow 
them through the history of their 
publications, and decades of adventures!

COSMIC CREATORS
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